Introduction
This chapter investigates a Norwegian TV show called Luksusfellen (The Luxury Trap). Each episode follows an individual or a couple who are having problems with personal debt. Like many others of its ilk, it presents a variety of indebted individuals whom the hosts try to help out of their predicament. What this particular show provides is an acute example of how debt, and implicitly the debt industry, is articulated in a public arena. It also enables an analysis of how various discourses around debt are both constructed and reproduced. This analytic frame is with particular reference to sociocultural dimensions and how often complex personal circumstances are presented as simplistic financial ones. Debt, and the debtor-creditor relationship, functions in a social capacity as much as it does a financial one. Understanding how the social conditions, specifically the various discourses, around debt are constructed is of significant importance as these attempt to smuggle in various moral and political assumptions, which contribute to legitimating and reproducing the currently hegemonic neoliberal ideology.
We begin with an overview of some recent literature on debt as a sociocultural phenomenon, and outline our theoretical framework based on a Foucauldian understanding of neoliberal governmentality. We then present a discourse analysis of Luksusfellen and discuss its implications for the subjectivity of debtors participating in the show and the audience, arguing that such debt TV programmes function as technologies of governmentality. Debt as a political and sociological phenomenon, beyond being merely a financial condition, has seen increasing interest, especially since the 2008 financial crisis in which "toxic" debt is broadly understood to be a fundamental cause. By analysing cultural products, such as debt TV shows such as Luksusfellen, we gain a better understanding of how debt exists as a social and political phenomenon (Atwood, 2008; Graeber; 2011; Lazzarato, 2012; Ross, 2013) .
To begin, Atwood (2008) paints a comprehensive picture of what these programmes entail, which is worth reproducing in full:
We seem to be entering a period in which debt has passed through its most recent harmless and fashionable period, and is reverting to being sinful. There are even debt TV shows, which have a familiar religious-revival ring to them. There are accounts of shopaholic binges during which you don't know what came over you and everything was a blur, with tearful confessions by those who've spent themselves into quivering insomniatic jellies of hopeless indebtedness, and have resorted to lying, cheating, stealing, and kiting cheques between bank accounts as a result. There are testimonials by families and loved ones whose lives have been destroyed by the debtor's harmful behavior. There are compassionate but severe admonitions by the television host, who here plays the part of priest or revivalist. There's a moment of seeing the light, followed by repentance and a promise never to do it again. There's a penance imposedsnip, snip go the scissors on the credit cards -followed by a strict curb-on-spending regimen; and finally, if all goes well, the debts are paid down, the sins are forgiven, absolution is granted, and a new day dawns, in which sadder but more solvent man you rise the morrow morn. (Atwood, 2008, pp. 41-42) What Atwood suggests, in line with Graeber (2011), is that there is a significant religious dimension to how debt as a concept is discussed in contemporary Western culture, and that this dimension to the discourse has a long history. Both Atwood and Graeber consider that essentially we are born into a debt to God for our life, and we spend our lives trying to pay it back but only really ever make the interest. The individualising tendency of this religious dimension occurs in parallel with our principal concern regarding neoliberal ideology. In this ideology, the
